
Prikla Strip & Prikla Supa Strip
Perimeter security you can use anywhere

Would you climb a fence with this on top?
NO… neither will the local kids or other

unwanted intruders!

Whatever security risks you want to avoid, if keeping
kids or unwanted intruders out of your garden or grounds
or off your flat roof is one of them - Prikla Strip is a great
solution.

Why?  Because not only is it highly effective at keep-
ing undesirable people out, it's also dead easy to install.  
You literally just screw or bond it to the top of your fence,
wall or flat roof and 'he presto'…  No more intruders!

What's more, Prikla strip is one of the cheapest ways
to secure your perimeter with prices from as little as £1.38 per meter.

You can choose between two types:

1. Original Prikla Strip - if you want to give 
them a sporting chance! - featuring 15mm 
high prickles - proven to keep most casual 
intruders out.

2. Prikla Supa Strip - if you want to be a bit 
more assertive and really say "NO, KEEP
OUT".  It's like original Prikla Strip but on 
steroids.  Ouch!  This stuff hurts just thinking
about it - highly effective!

Whichever one you choose just remember this… once intruders are in your grounds... 
the next step is your school!   So why risk it when it's so cheap and easy to prevent?

Plus... here are 7 more ‘good reasons’ to choose Prikla Strip:
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Quick and easy to install (DIYable)
Unobtrusive
Highly effective at keeping intruders out
Maintenance free
Available in Brown, Green, Black and Stone Grey (Supa Strip - Terracotta only)
Low cost
Fits most fences, walls and gates

Not completely convinced? Get a FREE sample by this time tomorrow and ‘see for yourself’
...just call; 01273 475500 and we’ll pop a small section in the post to you.



Installation;

Each Prikla Strip is half a metre long. Strips are installed end to end along the length of 
the fence or wall and can be easily cut down with a hacksaw to fit into smaller gaps. To
increase the width of the Prikla anti climb barrier, simply install the strips side by side.

Fixing;

Each strip is pre drilled with multiple fixing holes to accommodate screw fixing (recommended method of
fixing), but where screw fixing is not feasible or is undesirable, strips can be bonded in position with a
specialist adhesive (please ask for details).

Warning Signs;

As with any anti climb barrier, the display of clearly visible warning signs 
is recommended and may be a legal requirement. Where required, the
signs should be easily seen by anyone approaching the protected wall,
fence, etc., and it is generally recommended that signs should be displayed
at least at 3 metre intervals along a straight run such as a fence or wall.
(note: signs sold separately)

As a general guide, signs should always be displayed where any anti climb
barrier is installed at non domestic premises, and in domestic locations, it is
recommended that signs be displayed on the approach side (outside) of
any boundary wall, fence, etc, that is adjacent to any common land or walkways. 
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Product Details / Comparison;

Need help, more info or some useful advice? Call:  01273 475500 today

Specification - Standard Prikla Hinged Strip;

Length: 500 mm
Width: 48 mm
Spike Height:; 15 mm
Material: polypropylene
Colour: brown, green, stone grey, or black
Fixing: screw fix or adhesive bond
Installation: DIYable

Specification - Prikla Hinged Supa Strip;

Length: 500 mm
Width: 100 mm
Spike Height:; 25 mm
Material: polypropylene
Colour: terracotta
Fixing: screw fix or adhesive bond
Installation: DIYable

The clever hinged design of Prikla means that it
can be installed flat, or to a contoured surface,
drainpipe, etc. 

Standard Prikla is ideal for protecting the top of
garden fence panels, etc. 

Prikla Supa Strip is designed to be the width of a
brick, making it a great solution for garden walls
or installation around the top edge of flat roofs.

above: Standard Prikla Strip        below: Prikla Supa Strip


